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Abstract
We propose a new service discipline, called the Rate-

Controlled Static-Priority (RCSP) queueing discipline, that
can provide throughput, delay, delay jitter, and loss free
guarantees in a connection-oriented packet-switching net-
work. Previously proposed solutions are based on either
a time-framing strategy, or a sorted priority queue mecha-
nism. Time-framing schemes suffer from the dependencies
they introduce between the queueing delay and the granu-
larity of bandwidth allocation; sorted priority queues are
more complex, and may be difficult to implement. The pro-
posed RCSP queueing discipline avoids both time-framing
and sorted priority queues; it achieves flexibility in the al-
location of delay and bandwidth, as well as simplicity of
implementation. The key idea is to separate rate-control
and delay-control functions in the design of the server. Ap-
plying this separation of functions will result in a class of
service disciplines, of which RCSP is an instance.

1 Introduction

Future high speed networks will have to support real-
time communication services, which allow clients to trans-
port information with performance guarantees expressed
in terms of delay, delay jitter, throughput and loss rate
bounds. It has been argued that a connection-oriented ar-
chitecture, with explicit resource allocation and connection
admission control, is needed to offer such a real-time ser-
vice [9]. However, in a packet-switching network, packets
from different connections will interact with each other at
each switch; without proper control, these interactions may
adversely affect the network performance experienced by�
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clients. The service disciplines at the switching nodes,
which control the order in which packets are serviced, de-
termine how packets from different connections interact
with each other.

The First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) discipline, which
is used in most conventional networks, may be capable
of providing some performance guarantees, but only un-
der a number of constraints and with a very inefficient
use of the network’s resources [8]. New service disci-
plines that aim to provide different qualities of service to
different connections have been proposed. These include
Delay Earliest-Due-Date (Delay-EDD) [9], Virtual Clock
[20], Fair Queueing [5] and its weighted version [15], Jit-
ter Earliest-Due-Date (Jitter-EDD) [18], Stop-and-Go [10],
and Hierarchical Round Robin (HRR) [12]. These solu-
tions are based on either a time-framing strategy, or a sorted
priority queue mechanism. Framing introduces dependen-
cies between scheduling priority and bandwidth allocation
granularity, so that connections with both low delay and low
throughput requirements cannot be supported efficiently. A
sorted priority queue has an

���
log ��� insertion operation

[14], where � is the number of packets in the queue. This
may not be feasible in a high-speed implementation. Also,
in order to decouple scheduling priority and bandwidth allo-
cation, a scheme based on a sorted priority queue requires a
complicated schedulability test at connection establishment
time [9, 19], which is not needed in time-framing-based
schemes like Stop-and-Go and HRR.

In this paper, we present a new service discipline called
Rate-Controlled Static-Priority (RCSP) queueing that over-
comes these limitations. In particular, RCSP (i) provides
delay, throughput and loss-free guarantees; (ii) introduces
no coupling between delay and bandwidth allocation; (iii) is
relatively easy to implement, since no sorted priority queue
is needed; and (iv) requires relatively simple admission
control tests.

RCSP can either be work-conserving1 or non-work-
conserving. The work-conserving version of RCSP utilizes

1In a work-conserving discipline, a server is never idle when there is a
packet to transmit [19]



bandwidth more efficiently while the non-work-conserving
version of RCSP has the advantages of requiring evenly
distributed buffer space inside the network and providing
jitter-bounded service.

In Section 2, we review some of the issues that arise
when designing service disciplines to provide performance
guarantees. In Section 3, we describe the algorithm of the
proposed RCSP discipline and the corresponding admission
control conditions. In Section 4, we present results from
simulation experiments on RCSP. In Section 5, the new
discipline is compared with the previously proposed Jitter-
EDD, Stop-and-Go, and HRR disciplines. We show that
the key idea is to separate the functions of rate-control and
delay-control; this separation of functions will result in a
class of service disciplines, of which RCSP is an instance.
Finally, we give conclusions and outline future work in
section 6.

2 Background

We consider the paradigm proposed in [9] for providing
guaranteed service to clients in a packet switching network:
before communication starts, the client specifies its traffic
characteristics and performance requirements to the net-
work; the client’s traffic and performance parameters are
translated into local parameters, and a set of connection
admission control conditions are tested at each switch; the
new connection is accepted only if its admission would not
cause the performance guarantees made to other connec-
tions to be violated; during data transfers, each switch will
service packets from different connections according to a
service discipline; by ensuring that the local performance
requirements are met at each switch, the end-to-end perfor-
mance requirements can be satisfied. Notice that there are
two levels of control in this paradigm: connection admis-
sion control at the connection level, and service discipline
at the packet level. A complete solution needs to specify
both the service discipline and the associated connection
admission control conditions.

To design a service discipline that guarantees perfor-
mance, two issues need to be addressed: (1) how to control
the interactions between different connections in a single
switch; (2) how to control the interactions between different
switches.

The first issue relates to the design of a single server:
how to allocate delay and bandwidth among different con-
nections. Previously proposed solutions can be summa-
rized as shown in Table 1. As stated before, a multi-level
framing strategy introduces dependencies between delay
and bandwidth allocation. A sorted priority queue avoids
this coupling, but has a higher degree of complexity and
may be difficult to implement in very high-speed switches;
also, to provide a continuous spectrum of delay bounds, it

Multi-level Framing

Sorted Priority QueueRegulator

Sorted Priority Queue

Delay AllocationBandwidth Allocation

Virtual Clock

Fair Queueing

Delay-EDD

Jitter-EDD

Stop-and-Go

Hierarchical Round Robin

Table 1: Mechanisms to Allocate Delay and Bandwidth

needs a complicated schedulability test at connection es-
tablishment time.

The second issue concerns the interaction between dif-
ferent switches along a path. A switch can provide local
performance guarantees to a connection only when the traf-
fic on that connection is well-behaved. However, network
load fluctuations at previous switches may distort the traffic
pattern of a connection and cause an instantaneous higher
rate at some switch even when the connection satisfies the
client-specified rate constraint at the entrance to the net-
work. If the maximum distortion of traffic patterns can be
bounded, buffer space can be allocated at each switch to
accommodate the distortion. Delay-EDD adopts this ap-
proach. Unfortunately, distortions of traffic patterns due
to network load fluctuations in the worse case tend to ac-
cumulate, and this requires the amount of buffer space al-
located to grow linearly along the path. Buffer space can
be saved by controlling the distortion of traffic patterns at
each switch. In Jitter-EDD, Stop-and-Go, and HRR, traffic
patterns are partially or completely reconstructed at each
switch so as to offset the effects of network load fluctuation
and interaction between switches.

A relevant issue here is that of jitter control. In the lit-
erature, there are different definitions of jitter. In [12], the
term is used to capture the burstiness of the traffic, and is
defined to be the maximum number of packets in a jitter av-
eraging interval. In [6, 18], the term is used to capture the
magnitude of the distortion to the traffic pattern caused by
the network, and is defined to be the maximum difference
between the delays experienced by any two packets on the
same connection. In this paper, we call these two quan-
tities rate jitter and delay jitter, respectively. Eliminating
delay jitter at each switch along the path will completely
reconstruct the traffic pattern at that switch; thus, if the
traffic obeys the traffic specification at the entrance to the
network, it will obey the specification throughout the net-
work. Controlling the rate jitter at each switch along the
path will only partially reconstruct the traffic pattern; the
partially reconstructed traffic pattern obeys the same traf-



fic specification as the input traffic, but some inter-packet
spacing information is lost [17]. Notice that, if the traffic
at the entrance to the network has a small rate jitter, con-
trolling delay jitter inside the network will also keep the
rate jitter small; however, controlling rate jitter would not
automatically eliminate delay jitter. From the network’s
point of view, the partial reconstruction of traffic patterns,
or rate-jitter control inside the network, may be enough to
offset the interactions between switches and the network
load fluctuations; however, for some applications, a delay-
jitter-free service is required [6, 7, 18]. If the network does
not control delay jitter, applications may have to do buffer-
ing at the destination. For this reason, delay jitter control
inside the network may be preferred; however, this consid-
eration has to be balanced against the relative complexities
of implementing delay-jitter control vs. rate-jitter control.

Although jitter control can save buffer space inside the
network and provide bounded-jitter service, it usually re-
quires the service disciplines to be non-work-conserving.
Non-work-conserving disciplines may leave the output link
idle even when there are packets waiting for transmission;
thus, they may not achieve the maximum transmission ef-
ficiency of the output link.

3 Rate-controlled Static-Priority Queueing

In this section, we will present a new service discipline
called Rate-Controlled Static-Priority (RCSP) queueing. A
RCSP server consists of two components: a rate controller
and a static priority scheduler, which are responsible for
allocating bandwidths and delays to different connections,
respectively. The combination of a rate controller and a
static priority scheduler decouples the allocation of delay
and bandwidth, and also simplifies admission control and
implementation.

In this section, we discuss traffic characterization, de-
scribe the queueing algorithm, the corresponding admission
control policies and the implementation strategy for the
non-work-conserving version of RCSP, and finally, present
an extension that would allow the algorithm to be work-
conserving.

3.1 Traffic Specification

To provide performance guarantees, the network needs
to allocate resources on a per-connection basis. This re-
quires clients to specify their traffic characteristics. For
this discussion, we use the

�	��
��������������������� � traffic char-
acterization as suggested in [9, 6], where

��
���
is the min-

imum packet inter-arrival time,
�������

is the average packet
inter-arrival time over an averaging interval,

�
is the length

of the interval, and
�

is the maximum packet size. It should
be noted, however, that the algorithm presented here is gen-

eral and can be easily extended to handle different traffic
characterizations such as the ( � � � ) model proposed in [3].

3.2 Algorithm

A rate-controlled static-priority server has two compo-
nents: a rate controller and a static-priority scheduler. The
rate controller shapes the input traffic from each connec-
tion into the desired traffic pattern by assigning an eligibility
time to each packet; the scheduler orders the transmission
of eligible packets from all the connections.

SchedulerRate Controller

of the n connections
One regulator for each

Regulated Traffic

...

Input Traffic
(Non Real-time)

Regulator n

Regulator 2

Regulator 1

Input Traffic
(Real-time)

...

Real-time Packet Queues

Priority Level
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m

Output

Non-Real-Time Queue

Figure 1: Rate-Controlled Static-Priority Queueing

Conceptually, a rate controller consists of a set of regu-
lators corresponding to each of the connections traversing
the switch; each regulator is responsible for shaping the in-
put traffic of the corresponding connection into the desired
traffic pattern. Regulators control the interactions between
switches and eliminate jitter. We present two types of regu-
lators: (1) rate-jitter controlling regulator, which controls
rate jitter by partially reconstructing the traffic pattern; (2)
delay-jitter controlling regulator, which controls delay jit-
ter by fully reconstructing the traffic pattern.

The regulator achieves this control by assigning each
packet an eligibility time upon its arrival and holding the
packet till that time before handing it to the scheduler.
Different ways of calculating the eligibility time of a packet
will result in different types of regulators.

For a rate-jitter controlling regulator, !#"%$& , the eligibil-
ity time of the ')(+* , packet on a connection that traverses
switch - , is defined with reference to the eligibility times
of packets arriving earlier at the switch on the same con-
nection:. !#" 1& = /%" 1& ,

. !#"%$& = max( !)" $10 1& 2 ��
��� 243 $& , /5"%$& ), '76 1

where
�8
���

is the minimum packet inter-arrival time for
the connection, /%" $& is the time the '�(9* , packet on the



connection arrived at switch - , and 3 $& is the minimum
number such that average packet inter-arrival time in any

�
period does not exceed

�:�����
. The computation of 3 $& can

be found in [17].
From this definition, we can see that !)"%$&<; /%"%$& al-

ways holds, i.e., a packet is never eligible before its ar-
rival. Also, if we consider the sequence of packet eligibil-
ity times at switch - , =>!)"%$&5? $�@ 1 A 2 ACBCBCB , it always satisfies the�D� 
��� �E� ����� � � � traffic characterization.

For a delay-jitter controlling regulator, !)"%$& is defined
with reference to the eligibility time of the same packet at
the previous switch:. !#"%$0 = /%"%$0 ;. !#"%$& = !)"%$& 0 1 + F & 0 1 + G & 0 1 A & , -86 0,

where switch 0 is the source of the connection, F & 0 1 is the
delay bound, or the maximum waiting time of packets on
the same connection at the scheduler of switch -H( 1, andG & 0 1 A & is the propagation delay between switch -H( 1 and
switch - . (We will show in the next section how the waiting
time in a scheduler can be bounded.)

Thus, for a delay-jitter controlling regulator:. !#"%$& ; /%"%$& , i.e., a packet is never eligible before its
arrival;. !#" $�I 1& (J!)"%$&LK /5" $�I 1

0 (M/%"%$0 , i.e., the traffic
pattern of the connection at the entrance to the network
is fully reconstructed at the output of the regulator
of every switch; if the input traffic obeys the traffic
specification at the entrance to the network, it will obey
the traffic specification at the output of the regulator
of each switch.

Both types of regulators will enforce the traffic specifi-
cation requirement for each connection so that the traffic
going into the scheduler will always satisfy the traffic spec-
ification.

The scheduler in a RCSP switch consists of a number
of prioritized real-time packet queues and a non real-time
packet queue (Figure 1). Packets at priority level 1 have the
highest priority. A connection is assigned to a particular
priority level at the connection’s establishment time; all
the packets from the connection will be inserted into the
real-time packet queue at that priority level.

As will be discussed in section 3.3, there is a delay bound
associated with each priority level; by limiting the number
of connections at each priority level using the admission
control conditions described in 3.3, the waiting time of
each packet at a priority level is guaranteed to be less than
the delay bound associated with that level.

The scheduler services packets using a non-preemptive
static-priority discipline: which non-preemptively chooses
packets in FCFS order from the highest-priority non-empty

queue. Non-real-time packets are serviced only when there
are no real-time packets; their order is not specified.

The algorithm described above would not provide per-
formance guarantees without connection admission control
conditions limiting the number of connections at each pri-
ority level. In the next section, we will describe the ad-
mission control conditions for RCSP. We will show that,
if the admission control conditions are satisfied, by using
the RCSP queueing described above, the end-to-end delay,
delay jitter, throughput, and loss-free requirements of each
admitted connection can be satisfied.

3.3 Admission Control Conditions

The residence time of a packet in a RCSP switch has
two components: the holding time in the regulator and
the waiting time in the scheduler (which includes both the
queueing time and the service time). In the following,
we first consider the case of a single switch; we show that,
under certain admission control conditions, the waiting time
of a packet is bounded by a fixed delay bound. We then
examine the case of two switches connected in cascade; we
show that, if the connection admission control conditions
are satisfied at both switches, the regulator of the second
switch might delay a packet only if the packet is ahead of
schedule in the first switch; the sum of the waiting time
of a packet in the first switch and the holding time in the
second switch is no greater than the delay bound of the
first switch. From this result, we establish the end-to-end
delay and delay-jitter characteristics of a connection, and
the buffer space requirement at each switch.

The following theorem gives the conditions to bound
the waiting time of packets at each priority level in the
scheduler.

Theorem 1 Let F 1
� F 2

��N�N�N � F  ( F 1 O F 2 OQP�P�PRO F  )
be the delay bounds associated with each of the S pri-
ority levels, respectively, in an RCSP switch. Assume that
the -UT	V connection among the W $ connections traversing
the switch at priority level ' has the traffic specification
(
��X WDS $ A & ����Y[Z]\ $ A & ��� $ A & ��� $ A & ). Also assume that the link

speed is ^ , and the size of the largest packet that can be
transmitted onto the link is

� 
_��`
. If
a

$�@ 1

�cba
& @ 1

d F 
��X WDS $ A &fe
� $ A & 2 �g
_��`�h F 
 ^ �i�

1 �
the waiting time of an eligible packet at level

X
is bounded

by F 
 .

The longest waiting time in the scheduler for a level-
X

packet corresponds to the case in which a lower-priority
packet is being transmitted when the packet arrives at the
scheduler, and is followed immediately by the longest pos-
sible transmission of packets with higher or equal priorities.



Since the length of the lower-priority packet is bounded by�g
_��`
, inequality (1) ensures that the level-

X
packet will

be transmitted within F 
 units of time after its arrival even
in the worst case.

Theorem 1 gives the admission control condition for
switch ' . For each priority level

X
, a state variablej Y[kml W�* n � Spo 


is kept and is initialized to be
� 
_��`

.
When an establishment request for a new connection with
traffic specification

�	��X WDS ���qY[Zr\]������� � comes in, the fol-
lowing tests are performed from priority level 1 to S :

j Y[kml Ws* n � Spo 
 2 d F 
��X WDS e �Jh F 
 ^ �
2 �

The new connection can be placed into priority level '
without jeopardizing the performance guarantees of other
existing connections if and only if equality (2) holds for' � ' 2 1

� P�P�P � S . Usually, there are multiple priority lev-
els that the new connection can be placed into. Different
connection establishment schemes can be used to choose
the priority level for the new connection. One scheme
for establishing a real-time connection is described in [9],
in which a new connection is setup with a one-round-trip
message: during the forward trip of the establishment mes-
sage, the new connection is assigned the smallest possible
delay bound at each switch to maximize the probability
that the new connection’s end-to-end delay bound can be
met; during the return trip, the local delay bound at each
switch can be relaxed if it turns out that the offered delay
bound is tighter than the requested one. This is a greedy
delay allocation policy: although it minimizes the blocking
probability of the new connection, it increases the block-
ing probability for other connection establishment requests
before the delay bound for the first connection is relaxed.
How to assign the local delay bound, or priority level, to
a new connection request during the forward trip is a pol-
icy issue, which deserves further research. If we decide to
place the new connection in priority level , , state variables
need to be updated accordingly for

X K , � P�P�P � S :

j Y[kml Ws* n � Spo 
ut K j Y[kml Ws* n � Spo 
 2 d F 
��X W	S e �
The admission control conditions in Theorem 1 avoid

both bandwidth and scheduling saturation. The tests have
just

��� Sp� steps, where S is the number of priority levels,
and are simple enough to be used in a fast connection
establishment scheme [16].

Theorem 1 just gives the bounds for the waiting times
of packets in the scheduler; the holding times of packets in
the regulators have not been taken into account. In the pre-
vious section, we have introduced two types of regulators:
the rate-jitter controlling regulator and the delay-jitter con-
trolling regulator. In the following lemma, we establish the
delay characteristics of two switches connected in cascade.
when each type of regulator is used.

Lemma 1 Consider a connection with traffic specification
(
��X WDS �E��Y[Z]\r� �v� �

) passing through two RCSP switches
connected in cascade. Assume that the connection is as-
signed to the priority level with delay bound F at the first
switch. Furthermore, assume that the admission control
policy as defined in Theorem 1 is satisfied at both switches.
It follows that, for any packet on the connection, (1) the
waiting time in the first switch plus the holding time in the
second switch is less than F if a rate-jitter controlling reg-
ulator is used in the second switch; (2) the waiting time in
the first switch plus the holding time in the second switch
equals F if a delay-jitter controlling regulator is used at the
second switch.

The key observation for understanding the lemma is that
a packet is held in a regulator only when the packet was
transmitted ahead of schedule by the previous switch; the
amount of holding time in the regulator is never greater than
the amount of time the packet is ahead of schedule. When a
rate-jitter controlling regulator is used, the amount of time
a packet is to be held is calculated according to the packet
spacing requirement, which may be less than the amount of
time it was ahead of schedule at the previous switch. When
a delay-jitter controlling regulator is used, the amount of
holding time is exactly the amount of time the packet was
ahead of schedule when it left the previous scheduler.

The following theorem establishes the conditions for
bounding the end-to-end delay for a connection.

Theorem 2 Consider a connection with traffic specifica-
tion

�	��
�����E�:������������� � passing through k switches con-
nected in cascade where the end-to-end propagation delay
is Π. Assume that the connection is assigned to the priority
levels with delay bounds F � 1

��N�N�N�� F � b at each switch, re-
spectively. Furthermore, assume that the admission control
policy defined in Theorem 1 is satisfied at all the switches. If
the traffic on the connection obeys the

�	� 
��� ��� ����� ������� �
specification at the entrance to the first switch, (1) the end-
to-end delay for any packet on the connection is bounded byw $& @ 1 F ��x 2 Π if rate-jitter controlling regulators are used;
(2) the end-to-end delay and delay jitter for any packet are
bounded by

w $& @ 1 F � x 2 Π and F � b , respectively, if delay-
jitter controlling regulators are used; (3) amount of buffer

space equal to
� d]y{z x}|

1~�� z�� e 2 d�y{z x~�� z�� e � � is needed by con-
nection W at switch - to prevent packet loss (j = 1

��N�N�N�� ' ;F � 0
K 0).

For the first two parts of the theorem, consider the end-
to-end delay of one packet in the connection, which can be
expressed as: $a& @ 1

� , & 24� & � 2 Π

where , & and � & are the holding and the waiting times at



switch - . If we re-arrange the terms, the formula becomes:

, 1 2 $U0 1a
& @ 1

� � & 2 , & I 1 � 2�� $ 2 Π

If the traffic obeys the
�D� 
��� ��� ����� � �v� � � characterization

at the entrance to the first switch, there is no holding time
in the first regulator, so , 1 K 0. From Lemma 1, � & 2, & I 1 K F ��x holds for a delay-jitter controlling regulator
and � & 2 , & I 1

h F ��x holds for a rate-jitter controlling
regulator; furthermore, � $ h F �cb holds in both cases; the
correctness of the first two parts of the theorem immediately
follows.

To verify the third part of the theorem, notice that the
longest times a packet can stay in the regulator and the
scheduler of the -�(_* , switch are F � x}| 1 and F � x , respectively;
since the minimum packet inter-arrival time is

��X WDS , it fol-
lows that the maximum numbers of packets in the regulator

and the scheduler are
d y z x}|

1~�� z�� e and
d y z x~�� z�� e , respectively.

3.4 Implementation
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Figure 2: Implementation of RCSP

In this section, we present one implementation of the
RCSP queueing discipline. We believe that this implemen-
tation is simple enough to run at very high speed.

We have shown in Section 3.2 that a RCSP server has two
components, a scheduler and a rate controller. The sched-
uler consists of multiple prioritized FCFS queues, and the
rate controller consists of a set of regulators corresponding
to each connection. Notice that the conceptual decomposi-
tion of the rate controller into a set of regulators does not
imply that there must be multiple physical regulators in an
implementation; a common mechanism can be shared by

all logical regulators. Each regulator has two functions:
computing the eligibility times for incoming packets on
the corresponding connection, and holding packets till they
become eligible. Eligibility times for packets from differ-
ent connections are computed using the same formula (as
described in Section 3.2) with different parameters; hold-
ing packets is equivalent to managing a set of timers; the
mechanism for managing timers, which is a calendar queue
[2, 17], can be shared by all regulators.

Figure 2 shows the proposed implementation. Each
of the real-time queues is implemented as a linked list.
The operations performed on a linked list are: deleting
the packet at the head (when the next packet is chosen
for transmission) and appending a packet or linked list of
packets at the tail (when a packet arrives or the clock ticks;
see below).

The rate controller is implemented using a modified ver-
sion of a calendar queue. A calendar queue consists of a
clock and a calendar, which is a pointer array indexed by
time; each entry in the calendar points to an array of linked
lists indexed by priority levels. The clock ticks at fixed
time intervals. Upon every tick of the clock, the linked lists
in the array indexed by the current time are appended at the
end of the scheduler’s linked lists: packets from the linked
list of one priority level in the rate-controller are appended
to the linked list of the same priority level in the scheduler.

Upon the arrival of each packet, the eligibility time of
the packet, !)" , is calculated; if ������ �c� $r� is equal to the
current clock time, where "%W	�{' is the clock tick interval,
the packet is appended at the end of the corresponding
real-time queue of the scheduler; otherwise, the packet is
appended at the corresponding linked list at the calendar
queue entry indexed by � ���� �c� $r� .

Notice that, in this implementation, packets may be-
come eligible up to "%W	�{' time units earlier than their actual
eligibility times. The admission control conditions need
to be modified to accommodate for this; inequality (1) in
Theorem 1 should become:
a

$�@ 1

�sba
& @ 1

d F $ 2 "%WD��'��X WDS $ A & e � $ A & 2 � 
���` h F 
 ^
F $ 2 "%WD��' is used instead of F $ in the numerator to ac-
count for rounding errors in eligibility time due to the use
of a calendar queue. Similar changes need to be made
to Theorem 2: the buffer space requirement should be� d�y{z x}|

1 I � �c� $~ � z�� e 2 d+y�z x~ � z�� e � � ; for a delay-jitter controlled
connection, the end-to-end delay jitter bound is F �cb 2 "%W	�{' .
A smaller "%W	��' would introduce less rounding error, but
would have a larger overhead. The effect of the value of"%WD��' on performance should be studied further.

As can be seen, the data structures used in the proposed
implementation are simple: arrays and linked lists; the



operations are all constant-time ones: insertion at the tail
of a linked list and deletion from the head of a linked list.
We believe that it is feasible to implement this in a very
high speed switch.

3.5 Work-Conserving Version of RCSP

The RCSP policy presented before is non-work-
conserving — it may leave the server idle even when there
are packets waiting for transmission. Although non-work-
conserving algorithms have the advantage of requiring uni-
formly distributed buffer space inside the network and be-
ing able to provide bounded-jitter service, they may not
achieve the maximum transmission efficiency of the output
link. In this section, we present a work-conserving version
of RCSP.

In the work-conserving RCSP, there is one more queue
in the scheduler, called the stand-by queue. It works as
follows:

. All the packets in the rate-controller are also queued
in the stand-by queue. Packets are inserted or deleted
from the rate-controller and the stand-by queue simul-
taneously.

. The scheduler will service the next packet in the stand-
by queue only if there are no non-real-time packets and
eligible real-time packets in the scheduler.

The stand-by queue allows the non-eligible packets to
stand by at the scheduler, so that they can be transmitted
when there is spare capacity at the output link. Similar
ideas have been independently proposed in [1, 4].

Notice that with the introduction of the stand-by queue,
the service discipline becomes work-conserving. It can
be easily shown that Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 still hold
for the work-conserving RCSP with exception to the state-
ments on delay-jitter and buffer space. Since ineligible
packets can be transmitted via the stand-by queue, the traf-
fic pattern of a connection is no longer preserved at each
switch. In order to accommodate the potential distortion to
the traffic pattern, more buffer space needs to be reserved
in the downstream switches; at switch W , the buffer space

requirement is
� d w x}|
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4 Simulation Experiments

The network being simulated is shown in Figure 3. All
the links are 10 Mbps.

The first experiment compares the effects of rate-jitter
control and delay-jitter control. The channel being mea-
sured traverses nodes (1, 3, 5, 6) with a guaranteed end-
to-end delay bound of 48 ms. Additional channels that

cross traffic
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Figure 3: Network Being Simulated
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Figure 4: Effects of Rate-Jitter and Delay Jitter Controls



traversing (0, 1, 3), (2, 3, 5), and (4, 5, 6) are established to
introduce cross traffic.

Figure 4 gives the results of two experiments that show
the delay distributionsof a rate-jitter controlled channel and
a delay-jitter controlled channel. As can been seen, packets
on both the rate-jitter controlled channel and the delay-jitter
controlled channel met the end-to-end delay bound. The
delay jitter on the rate-jitter controlled channel is about 32
ms, whereas the delay jitter on the delay-jitter controlled
channel is only about 10 ms. That is, the delay jitter is about
three times larger on the rate-jitter controlled channel than
on the delay-jitter controlled channel. This is due to the
accumulation of traffic pattern distortion at each node in
the case of rate-jitter control. If the measured channel were
to traverse more nodes, the delay jitter for the rate-jitter
controlled channel would be even larger, while the delay
jitter for the delay-jitter controlled channel would be little
affected.
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Figure 5: Decoupling of Bandwidth and Delay Allocation

The second experiment illustrates the decoupling of
bandwidth and delay allocation in RCSP. In the two pre-
vously proposed non-work-converving disciplines, Stop-
and-Go and HRR, bandwidth and delay are coupled in the
sense that large bandwidth would entail small delay and
small bandwidth would entail large delay. In RCSP, it is
possible to have channels with both large bandwidth and
large delay bounds, and channels with both small band-
width and small delay bounds. In this experiment, two
channels were established together to traverse nodes (1, 3,
5, 6). Again, cross traffic was introduced. Channel 1 has
a delay bound of 20 ms, and a bandwidth of 300 Kbps,
Channel 2 has a delay bound of 48 ms, and a bandwidth

of 1 Mbps. As can be seen in Figure 5, although Channel
1 has a smaller bandwidth, its packets do achieve smaller
delays.

5 Comparison and Analysis

In this section, we compare the non-work-conserving
RCSP service discipline with the previously proposed non-
work-conserving disciplines: Jitter-EDD, Stop-and-Go,
and HRR. The goal of this comparison is to determine
which of the desired features are provided by each dis-
cipline and to identify the linkage between mechanisms
and features. We investigate the common mechanisms in
these disciplines that contribute to such desired features as
bounded delays, bounded delay jitters, decoupling of delay
and bandwidth allocation, evenly distributed buffer space
reservation to prevent packet loss, and easy implementation
in high-speed switches.

In Table 2, we can see that each desired feature is im-
plemented by nearly identical mechanisms in each service
discipline. The only exception is that Jitter-EDD uses a
sorted priority queue to allocate delays, while HRR, Stop-
and-Go and RCSP use static multi-level priorities. The
sorted priority queue provides maximum flexibility in allo-
cating delays: there is a continuous spectrum of priorities
that can be offered to connections; however, it may be dif-
ficult to implement sorted priority queues at high speed;
also, a complicated schedulability test is required at con-
nection establishment time [9]. A static multi-level priority
scheme is not as flexible as a sorted priority queue, in the
sense that it can only allocate a fixed number of priorities
to connections; however, it has the advantages of simplicity
in admission control tests and in implementation; also, in
practice, offering a fixed number of priorities to different
connections is usually sufficient.

HRR and Stop-and-Go use multi-level framing to per-
form both delay control and rate control; this introduces de-
pendencies between delay and bandwidth allocation. The
separation of rate control and delay control in Jitter-EDD
and RCSP eliminates such dependencies. The regulator
does not only allocate bandwidth, but also isolates the in-
teractions between adjacent switches, and controls jitter.
The scheduler is responsible for servicing packets with dif-
ferent priorities to meet a variety of delay requirements.
Following this separation and having different combina-
tions of regulators and schedulers will result in a class of
service disciplines as shown in Figure 3.

The combination of rate-jitter controlling regulators
or delay-jitter controlling regulators with a static priority
scheduler yields the proposed RCSP discipline; the combi-
nation of delay-jitter controlling regulators and an Earliest-
Due-Date scheduler results in the Jitter-EDD discipline. A
service discipline with rate-jitter controlling regulators or



Desired feature Mechanism HRR SG J-EDD RCSP
bounded delay sorted priority queue �

static multi-level priorities � � �
bounded delay jitter reconstruction of traffic

patterns at each switch � � �
decoupled delay use two components:
and bandwidth allocation regulator and scheduler � �
uniformly shaping traffic pattern into
distributed buffer space desired form at each switch � � � �

Table 2: Mechanisms vs. Desired Features in Service Disciplines for Real-time Communication

Choices of Regulators

... ...

Earliest-Due-Date

Static Priority

First Come First Served

Rate-Jitter

Delay-Jitter

Choices of Schedulers

Figure 6: Servers consist of Regulator and Scheduler

delay-jitter controlling regulators and a FCFS scheduler has
been proposed in [17] for its simplicity; however, it may
not be able to provide different delay bounds to different
connections.

Controlling traffic pattern distortions inside the network
is used in four disciplines to achieve efficient buffer alloca-
tion. From the network’s point of view, rate-jitter control or
partial reconstruction of traffic patterns inside the network
is sufficient to control the interaction between switches and
the network load fluctuations. However, delay-jitter con-
trol may be preferred when a delay jitter bounded service
is desired [6, 7, 18]. The important consideration here re-
gards the relative complexities of implementing delay-jitter
control vs. rate-jitter control. In the two framing-based so-
lutions, Stop-and-Go needs to synchronize between input
links and output links at each switch in order to achieve
delay-jitter control; HRR does not have this ability, and
thus can not bound delay-jitter in its current form; however,
it is possible to modify HRR to implement Stop-and-Go
queueing by framing and synchronizing input and output
links [13]. For a service discipline with a rate controller,
like Jitter-EDD and RCSP, a calendar queue mechanism
can be used to implement both the rate-jitter controlling

and the delay-jitter controlling regulators. In this case, the
only difference between a delay-jitter controlling regulator
and a rate-jitter controlling regulator is in the computation
of the eligibility time. A delay-jitter controlling regulator
needs one more quantity to compute the eligibility time
of a packet than a rate-jitter controlling regulator, i.e., the
amount of time the packet was ahead of schedule in the pre-
vious switch. This quantity can be calculated in the previ-
ous switch and stamped into the packet header as proposed
in [18]. However, this incurs the overhead of timestamping
and transmission of the timestamp. This overhead may be
very significant in an ATM network, where the cell size
is just 53 bytes; however, it may not be a big problem in
a fast packet network where packet size is in the order of
kilobytes. So, for an ATM network, a rate-jitter controlling
mechanism may be more cost-effective; for a fast packet
network, a delay-jitter controlling mechanism can provide
an almost “free” delay-jitter-bounded service.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have proposed a new service discipline, called
the Rate-Controlled Static-Priority (RCSP) queueing dis-
cipline, that can provide throughput, delay, delay jitter,
and loss free guarantees in a connection-oriented packet-
switching network. We have given the corresponding ad-
mission control conditions, and proposed an implemen-
tation that is suitable for high-speed networks. RCSP
achieves flexibility in the allocation of delay and bandwidth
as well as simplicity of admission control and implemen-
tation. The key idea is to separate rate-control and delay-
control functions in the design of the server. By having
different combinations of rate controllers and schedulers,
we get a class of service disciplines, of which RCSP and
the previously proposed Jitter-EDD are two instances.

There are still several important issues left to be investi-
gated, some of which are the following:. Unlike Jitter-EDD, which can offer a continuous spec-

trum of delay bounds, RCSP can only offer a fixed



number of delay bounds. The tradeoffs in choosing
the number of priority levels and the delay bound asso-
ciated with each priority level are not fully understood
and need to be studied further.

. The proposed implementation uses a calendar queue
mechanism to implement the rate-controller. A
smaller clock tick in the calendar queue would result
in a better performance, but would also have a larger
overhead. A simulation study is under way to study
the effects of the clock tick size on the performance.

. The work-conserving RCSP would give better service
to non-real-time packets. We need to quantify this
improvement by either analysis or simulation.

. Another issue is how to enhance the utilization of the
network by offering statistical guarantees in RCSP.
Solutions have been proposed for Delay-EDD [9] and
Stop-and-Go [11] to overbook resources by exploiting
the traffic burstiness. We are currently extending those
ideas to RCSP.
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